
 

 

 

 

 

 

C&P is proud to have supplied over 
2,000 cryogenic supports (or ‘cold 
shoes’) to an LNG terminal. The cold 
shoes were designed and 
manufactured to support a wide range 
of pipe sizes from 1.5” to 48”. 

These cold shoes have the following 
features: 

✅ Steel base 

✅ Steel cradle 

✅ Layers of high density 

polyurethane foam (HDPUF) – a load 
bearing and insulating material 

✅ Protective steel jacket and myler 

foil between the cradle and HDPUF 

✅ Protective mastic painted to the 

ends of the HDPUF 

✅ Special paint finish applied to the 

base and cradle as required by the 
customer  

 

 

 

  

C&P supplied 100’s cryogenic pipe support anchors (or ‘cold shoes’) for an LNG Import, Storage 

and Regasification Project which were specially designed due to very high loads acting on the 

piping.  

The cold shoes incorporate high density polyurethane foam and high density resin-impregnated 

wooden blocks as load bearing, cryogenic insulating mediums. 

To prevent axial movement of the pipe, thrust rings are welded to each end of the shoe. Additional 

thrust flanges are welded to the pipe at site which slot into the inserts machined into PUF/Wood 

as seen in the middle photo. 

In the right side photo, the cold shoe is assembled around a pipe spool as part to check fit up to 

the pipe as part of the inspection and quality assurance process.  
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C&P has supplied over 20,000 insulating blocks for a large LNG project. Each assembly is 
comprised of a resin-impregnated wooden block, stainless steel top plate/bolts and carbon steel 
lower plate. 

 

   
  

 

 

 

C&P SUPPLIED OVER 
2,000 CRYOGENIC 
SUPPORTS FOR AN LNG 

TERMINAL 

C&P SUPPLIED 100’s SPECIALLY DESIGNED CRYOGENIC SUPPORTS 
FOR AN LNG IMPORT, STORAGE & REGASIFICATION PROJECT 

 

C&P’s ‘TYPE F’ VARIABLE EFFORT SPRING SUPPORT 

C&P SUPPLIED OVER 20,000 INSULATING BLOCKS FOR A LARGE LNG PROJECT 
 

 

Pipework subject to temperature change or subsidence, etc. which give rise to 
vertical/lateral/axial displacements should be supported by a resilient device which will 
absorb/accommodate the movement. For relatively small vertical displacements (up to about 
75mm), the ‘Type F’ base mounted variable effort spring support is a popular solution when 
supporting the pipework from underneath.  

At the support location, a pipe shoe is often fitted to the pipe which sits on the load flange of the 
Type F spring support. The base of the Type F support is bolted onto the structural steelwork 
below. 

In the 3rd photo, CPA designed and manufactured a special ‘roller type’ Type F 
base mounted variable support. These special rollers allow for unusually large 
horizontal movements. 

The spring coil located within the spring can accommodates the vertical displacement of the pipe during operation. To accommodate any lateral/axial displacement, 
a PTFE pad is fitted to the load flange (as per middle photo) which slides against a stainless steel plate welded to the underside of the pipe shoe at site. PTFE on 
stainless steel gives the lowest possible coefficient of friction for unlubricated materials. 

In the right side photo, C&P designed and manufactured a special ‘roller type’ Type F base mounted variable support. These special rollers allow for unusually 
large horizontal movements. 


